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Our Centres of Excellence
Keele:

DNA & Viral Vectors

Current:

Future:

20 year track record in gene therapy
DNA HQ & 50L GMP
Viral vector process development & GMP
Segregated QC labs clinical & commercial analysis
2019 Commercial DNA and Viral Vector supply

Matfors:

DNA, Microbiota, Protein and Fill / Finish

Current:

20 year track record for clinical & commercial GMP
HQ DNA
Microbiota process development & GMP 500L
Technical proteins
Fill/Finish
New 50L-500L GMP DNA suite 2019/2020

Future:

Keele, nr. Manchester, UK

Matfors, r. Sundsvall, Sweden

AAV Process Origins
Early development studies
•
•
•

Projects developed from within
academic research groups
Process development and
manufacturing performed within by
internal groups
Support phase I/II studies

Targets
•
•
•

Rare / Ultra orphan disease
area
Small population often
No existing therapies

Aims
•
•

Proof of concepts studies
Potential to develop spin out
companies

Current Clinical Trial Status
On-going in Gene therapy clinical trials
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Licenced

2019H1

117

219

30

2

2018

120

210

32

1

2017

113

170

30

0

•

Strong Clinical Pipeline – FDA anticipate 40
licenced products by 2020

•

Many well funded companies and projects

•

3 AAV based Licenced products

•

Many products given orphan disease status

•

No longer proof of concept

•

Many products given break through designation
+ Fast Track designation (FDA)

•

Need to plan for success and commercial
manufacturing

•

5 products PRIME Status with in EMA

•

But what does this mean ?
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Downstream Purification Challenges
Early / Current processes

Desired Process

Cell Lysis

Recovery

Recovery
•
•
•
•

Purification
•
•
•

Depth Filtration

Intracellular
Cell lysis by freeze/thaw
Depth -Filtration
Concentration

Density gradient ultracentrifugation
(Polishing by IEX)
Buffer exchange

•
•
•
•

TFF

Ultracentrifugation

Affinity Chromatography

•
IEX

IEX

•
•

Formulation /TFF

Formulation
/ TFF

Secreted into media
Depth Filtration
Concentration/
buffer exchange

Chromatography
Specificity / recovery
from affinity resins
Separation of empty /
Full capsids by IEX
Buffer Exchange

DSP Current State of “the art” ?

Processes still rely on non-scalable steps
•

No standard approach to USP and DSP Systems

•

Current commercial processes are “non ideal”

•

Significant challenges are being encountered in
developing commercial scale manufacturing
capabilities

•

Moving away from early lab based to
commercial production platforms

•

Commercial process based on non-scalable
production approaches

Where do we go from here

Expanding market opportunities
Current applications focused on untreated
orphan/ ultra-orphan monogenic disease
areas -

•
•
•

Patient number <1000 - Prices $0.9 - $2.1 m
Is that it ?

Broader monogenetic disease areas:Increased patient numbers
Competing therapeutic
Increased hurdles to licencing
• Efficacy
• Cost
• Access to treatment
• Regulatory compliance

So how do we achieve this ?
Emerging therapeutic opportunities
•
•
•

Gene editing / CRISPR
shRNA Gene Silencing
Cancer Therapies

To fulfil this promise
•
•
•
•
•

↑production capacity
↓↓GOC’s
↑Compliance
↑ Patient access
↑↑Improved Supply chain

Rapidly Changing Manufacturing Landscape

10:00am

Manufacturing
investments

AveXis expands world-leading gene therapy
manufacturing capacity with purchase of
advanced biologics therapy manufacturing
campus in Longmont, Colorado
Apr 01, 2019

Pfizer adds $500M to gene therapy
manufacturing plant where it will hire
300 workers
by Eric Palmer | Aug 21, 2019

CMO M&A

Thermo Fisher to Acquire Brammer Bio for
$1.7B, Expanding Gene Therapy Presence
March 25, 2019

Catalent to acquire gene therapy leader
Paragon Bioservices, Inc. for $1.2 billion
Paragon Bioservices, Inc.
Apr 15, 2019, 07:02 ET

Oxford Genetics announces adeno-associated
virus collaboration with MeiraGTx5
December 2017, Oxford

Regenxbio announces new license
agreement with Pfizer for the treatment
of friedreich's ataxia using nav® AAV9
vector
July 31, 2019 at 7:07 AM EDT

Technology licencing

Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing Processes
Platform processes

De-novo Protein
•
•
•
•

Unique products
Unique processes and analytics
Dedicated production facility
Manufacturing Development is linked
to a specific product

•
•

High costs
Long timelines

•

“family“ of products

•

Manufacturing Development is
uncoupled from the product

•
•

Reduced cost
Rapid development

•
•

Platform processes and analytics
Agnostic facilities

Success of Mab’s has been based on the uncoupling of all stages of development and manufacturing from specific
products
Can Viral Vector Fit into this Model?

Viral Vectors as a Delivery Vehicle
Concept – what if -----•
•
•
•
•
Vector Design
• Optimise tissue
targeting
• Expression of
therapeutic gene/
cassettes

Optimise tool to getting a gene into a cell and for it to be expressed
Design / production route is independent of therapeutic gene it carries
Critical quality attributes (CQA’s)and Critical Process Parameters CQA’s and
CPP’s (CPP’s) should be the same for a range of vectors
Same vector can be used for a range of therapies / disease area
Clinical experience can be gained from different therapeutic product

Production
• Engineer/optimise
cell lines for
specific serotypes
• Optimised cell
culture system
• Titres/ vector
quality

Purification
• Optimised
recovery and
purification steps
• Removal of critical
host and product
related
contaminants

Scale down models / development tools for key operations
In-process and final analytics are largely retained

Delivery
• Drug product
formulations
procedures
• Established Drug
Product
production
processes
• Stability data

Opportunities
Production
Drug Development
•
•

•
•
•

Platform developments
Modular genetic components
Standardised platforms

Costs
•
•
•
•

Known development road map
Standard production platforms
Reduced cost
Known costs

Established processes
Multiple scales
Comparable processes/
products

Timelines
•
Risks
•
•

Managed development and
manufacturing risks
Application of historical
knowledge

Reduced timelines
• Development
• Clinical
• Commercial production

Address manufacturing challenges?

•

How do we address the manufacturing challenges for viral vector production?

•

How do we overcome supply chain complexities?

Standardisation

Planning for the End Game
To date:
• reactionary short term approaches –meet the next
milestone
• Locked into poorly scalable process and fragile /
complex supply chains
Going forward - “long game”
• Understand long term material requirement
• Adopt “fit for purpose” manufacturing approaches

•

Standard approaches for multiple products ?
(process /analytics / supply chain)
• What steps of product specific?
• What is standard ?

•

How can processes and supply chains be simplified ?

•

How can cost / time / risk be removed from
manufacture and development?

Reality – Not all vectors are the same
Serotypes have different behaviours
•
•
•
•
•
•

>10 fold changes in productivity
Location – intra/ extracellular
Affinity to purification ligands
Stability
Ratio’s Full/ Empty capsid
Stability / Aggregation

•
•

AVV Are targeted delivery vehicles towards specific
tissue types
Increased use of hybrid and synthetic vectors

Will all stage of the manufacturing Processes will need significant
optimisation towards specific serotypes?
Can steps be agnostic to serotype
Vector Quality challenges

Can we rationalise the vector serotypes

Key Serotypes used to target Key disease areas
AAV variant

Tissue tropism

1

Neural (N) /Skeletal muscle (Sk)

2

Broad

5

N, ophthalmic , PR

6

Sk, Lung(Lg)

8

Liver(Lv,) Sk, Heart, Pancreas

9

Lv, Sk, Lg

Vector Quality challenges
Potential Development of platforms based on single
vector for disease area / target tissues types

Optimised vector targeting
Optimised manufacturing - titres / location

So can we apply this standardise and scale AAV production processes

Commoditisation of Plasmid DNA
“Biological Products are defined by the

Viral Vector Producers are accessing multiple
plasmid DNA providers

manufacturing process”

•

Bio-similars ?

•

Plasmid DNA?

Vector production is agnostic to the plasmid
production process?

Plasmid DNA for viral vectors
•
•
•

Commodity product
Multiple suppliers
Selection on cost and supply chain performance

Impacts
•
•
•

↓Cost of Goods
↓Supply chain risks
Overall process efficiency / innovation will
become critical to producers

Standardisation in Vector Production
Vectors optimised to specific
tissue areas

Targeting multiple disease
with optimised vectors

“Off the shelf” licence free
plasmids
Helper/ RepCap

Producer Cell Line for
specific serotypes

Suspension Cell culture
platforms

Transient
Single / multiple plasmids

Vector Development
Platforms

Production formats

Multiple products from one
Disconnecting process development from therapeutic product ?

Potential Upstream production routes
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Vector Recovery and Purification

Cell
concentration

Purification

Drug
Product

Depth
Filtration

Capture
Recovery
Chemical
release

Harvest

Development
•
•

Nuclease
digestion

TFF

Need to increase recoveries
Maintain functionality

Vector Harvests / Recovery
•
•
•

Intracellular Production
Chemical lysis (Detergent /
Chaotrope)
Product contaminated with
HCP/cDNA and cellular
contaminants

Platform Process
•
•
•
•

Standardised Procedure for
product recovery
Scalable procedures – 3D and
suspension cultures
Scale down tools available
Standard filtration tools applied

Buffer
exchange

Purification of vectors

Vector Capture
Affinity Chromatography

•
•

Sub µg/ml – levels
Resins binding ≈ 110µg/ml
Potentially denaturing
elution conditions
Significant optimisation
Process robustness

•
•

UV280

Outstanding
•
•
•

Increased process yields – often low 10-50%
Scalable separation procedures ( non
gradient based)
Compliant small scale process tools

Separation of full
empty capsids
Gradient IEX processes
Enrichment vs.
Separation

UV254
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•

•

UV Abdorbance (mAU)

•
•

Vector Purification

Innovative Approaches - Continuous Manufacturing

Innovate Grant
WP1
Material Supply

WP2
Analytical Development
WP3
Process development
WP4
Adaption to continuous
platform

Medicines Manufacturing
Grant £1.5m
Targeting 25% increase in
process yields

WP5
Demonstration Runs
WP6
Cost modelling

•

Establish vector supply platform

•

Development of 2nd generation high
throughput assays to support process
development

•

Development of AAV purification
platform based on continuous
manufacturing

•

Application of innovative approaches

•

Process robustness

•

↑ Process yields ↓Process costs

•

Scalable separation of Full and Empty
capsids

Summary
Vector production is now big business - very large scale investments into manufacturing and process development
•

AAV based therapies are now an increasing part of large Pharma’s portfolio – in- house development and through M&A

•

Large CMO’s investing in organic and via M&A into vector manufacturing process development capabilities and large
scale production facilities

Manufacturing is a recognised a bottle neck to clinical development and commercialisation
•

Increased investment and assessment of manufacturing capacity and approaches

•

Simplified production approaches and supply chains
• Commoditisation / Collaboration/ alliances / licencing in of vector technologies

•

Increased drive adoption of scalable manufacturing approaches

